Accordion Door Wood & Color Options

PLEASE NOTE: The stain and color samples on this page have been color matched using a monitor calibrated to the sRGB IEC1966-2.1 color profile. Intended only as a guide for color selection, the actual finish materials will vary due to the natural and acceptable variations in wood grain characteristics, textures, and color tones, as well as the color variation that occurs among individual computer monitors. If color, grain, or tone match is critical, please see an actual color selection chip or refer to Woodfold’s custom finish service by contacting your local distributor. *All panel samples show factory default color combinations, unless noted otherwise.

Natural Hardwood Veneers

We’ve got today’s most popular hardwood species to match your interiors. All Noise Control insists on select grade veneers, laminated to an engineered core to ensure excellent dimensional stability. Clear finish is standard; however, custom-stained finish service is always available. Please supply a physical color sample for matching.

*Alder only available in sizes up to 8' 1".
Vinyl-Lam Woodgrains

Incredibly realistic looking, our Vinyl-Lam woodgrain finishes provide a wide range of color selection representing several wood species. All Noise Control's Vinyl-Lam finishes are laminated to an engineered core to ensure excellent dimensional stability.
Birch Vinyl-Lam Woodgrain
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Maple Vinyl-Lam Woodgrain
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Natural Oak Vinyl-Lam Woodgrain
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**Solid Colors and Textures**

Our solid color, multi-textured vinyl is selected to compliment the most popular current interior colorations. All Noise Control's Vinyl-Lam finishes are laminated to an engineered core for excellent dimensional stability.
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*Only available in sizes up to 8’ 1”*
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Acrylic Panels

ANC Series 440 and 540 doors available with .118" thick, transparent clear or bronze acrylic panel from stock. Other panel options available by special quotation.
Clear Acrylic Panel with White Channel Frame
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Clear Acrylic Panel with Gold Channel Frame
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Alumifold Panels

ANC Series 640 and 740 doors available with .08 thick solid or perforated panels in bronze, clear (silver), or gold (upcharge applies) from stock. Other panel options available by special quotation.
Gold Solid Alumifold Panel
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*Gold and Bronze only available in sizes up to 8' 1".
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Bronze Perforated Alumifold Panel
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Bronze Solid Alumifold Panel
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Custom Finish Services

All Noise Control has a long, proud history in custom finishing of fine wood products, so of course our services include custom paint and stain finishes. Additionally, other custom materials can be arranged by asking your Woodfold distributor.

Coordinating Hardware Hinge System

A clear (silver) finish is supplied with Off-White, Chalk, and Amethyst doors. A bronze finish supplied with all others.

Coordinating Vinyl Panel Connectors

We carefully color coordinates our vinyl panel connectors as a standard feature. Combinations include: White with White, Chalk, or Amethyst; Sand with Hardwood Birch, Hardwood Oak, Hardwood Maple, Maple Vinyl, Tan, Tahiti, or Rattan; Silver with Gray Vinyl; and Brown with all other body panels.

*Black only available in sizes up to 8' 1".